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Quarter in review
Following the sharp fall in markets at the start of the year, Q2 saw strong rallies across global equity markets as 
investors shed their bear skins for bull horns. Despite the continual spread of COVID-19 across the globe, the 
backdrop of ultra-loose policy and expectations that economic lockdowns could soon ease restored some 
positive sentiment in markets, fostering conditions for a “V-shaped” recovery in risk assets. (Figure 1). 
However, there is validity in questioning the speed and magnitude of the rebound given much of the real 
economy is only slowly emerging from hibernation. Indeed, towards  the latter part of Q2, markets started 
showing signs of “slight fatigue” after retracing much of their losses in April and  May. Vanguard interpret this as 
a suggestion that investors have begun incorporating some caution into their outlooks,  especially when 
assessing the loss of output, profits and employment that can be recouped in 2020. 

Figure 1. From bear to bull: “Lightning speed” in markets

S&P 500 performance in five bad bear markets

A closer look at Q2’s macro data highlights the uncertainty that lies ahead. In the labour market, for instance,  
the impact of the lockdowns on unemployment has remained substantial, even considering the huge fiscal  
interventions designed to mitigate the impact on the real economy. Vanguard estimates the global economy  
lost over 300 million full-time jobs in Q2 alone, with official measures of unemployment rates rising by 
historically unprecedented amounts in a short time. In fact, Vanguard's calculations suggest that the ‘true’ 
unemployment picture is even worse once furloughed workers are taken into account, that is, people who 
have been given a temporary  leave of absence from work (Figure 2). The ‘true’ levels of unemployment paint 
a much bleaker picture, with the US unemployment rate exceeding 15%, while a rate higher than 30% is 
observed in Europe. The employment situation is slightly more sanguine for Australia, owing to expansive 
fiscal programs dedicated to job retention  schemes (Figure 3). With the consideration that these programs 
will eventually be wound down, compounded  by the possibility of further localised restrictions, it remains to be 
seen whether job losses can be reversed since  reinstating many jobs will be time-consuming and difficult as 
some businesses struggle to re-open. This will, in turn, have implications for the sustainability of the consumer 
recovery, which to date has been supported by federal income support.
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Figure 2.  Impact of the pandemic on unemployment

Figure 3.  Fiscal responses have varied throughout developed markets

Economic outlook

As developed markets begin easing lockdown measures, many have begun focussing their attention on the 
shape of the recovery. Will the recovery be a more aggressive “V-shape” , as priced in by the equity markets, or 
will it be a more conservative “U-shape” as reflected in the bond market? Vanguard expects it will be a little of 
both. The sharp downturn experienced in a V-shaped recovery is so severe that it is unlikely to continue for 
extended periods of time. In technical terms, a recession is over once GDP rebounds from pandemic-induced 
lows and unemployment starts to decline, both of which Vanguard expect has already started to happen as 
reflected in our high frequency indicators (Figure 4).

Figure 4.  High frequency indicators show a quick rebound from the trough, though certain face-to-face intensive 
    sectors remain lacklustre.
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But initial signs of positivity doesn’t mean the road to recovery will be easy going.
Getting business activity back to pre-COVID levels could take more than a year in a 
scenario more closely resembling a U-shaped recovery (Figure 5). This outcome is built 
upon shocks to both supply (stemming from containment measures) and demand (stemming 
from consumers’ likely reluctance to resume face-to-face activities such as dining out, 
traveling, or attending large events). The confluence of these two shocks leads Vanguard to 
expect a “two-phased” path to recovery. Phase one would likely exhibit stronger growth 
rates as restrictions on the ability to transact and produce are eased, such as when factories 
can begin operations and restaurants can receive customers once again. However, the 
second phase will take a longer time to unfold, as growth bottlenecks shift from supply 
shocks to demand drags. Industries that have a higher direct exposure to consumer 
demand will likely be the most vulnerable in this stage, given their dependence on face-to-
face activities 
(Figure 6). This lagging factor leads us to believe overall economic recovery will involve a 
slow, uneven return to normalisation, and that labour markets will unlikely be as tight as they 
had been in the next year or so. 

With a large degree of uncertainty weighing on the outlook, the U.S. Federal Reserve and 
the Reserve Bank of Australia may choose to hold interest rates near 0% for the 
foreseeable future. On the fiscal front, while most unemployment benefits are slated to end 
by Q3, Vanguard expect governments around the world to recognise the fragility of the 
recovery and continue to provide targeted and tapered support, particularly to those 
industries less able to restart fully. Given the importance of policy support to the recovery, 
Vanguard expect this to be a key focus for investors over the coming months.

Figure 5. The recovery:  Both a "V" and a "U"
Australian GDP levels Quarterly Australian GP growth rate
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On the fixed income front, while falling yields have led many investors to question the value of maintaining 
an allocation to bonds, Figure 8 illustrates how the diversification properties of bonds are enduring 
regardless of the level of yields. Moving away from a broadly diversified, high-quality bond allocation to 
“reach for yield”, whether in equities or particular segments of the fixed income market, will change the risk 
profile of an investment. For this reason, despite low yields, we encourage all investors to consider 
maintaining an allocation to a broadly diversified bond investment in their balanced portfolios.

Figure 6. Certain industries could normalize at a slower pace than others

Example: Potential output shock
persistence assuming 10% initial shock Methodology

• Low risk – Construction, wholesale trade, IT professional services,
education, other services

o Lower supply shock persistence due to teleworking
abilities and/or ability to produce while limiting virus
spread at work through social distancing.

• Medium risk – Manufacturing
o No teleworking ability and sometimes crowded working

conditions but limited interaction with consumer.

• High risk – Retail trades, transportation, real estate, healthcare,
arts and entertainment

o No teleworking ability and supply of product necessitates
face-to-face contact with consumers.

Market Outlook
In their Q1 report, Vanguard suggested that a silver lining came from equity valuations, which were
at the lower range of their fair value estimate as a result of the sharp contraction experienced
in March. Figure 7 shows that while recent rallies within equity markets have pushed valuations
upward, they still fall within fair value range, as the fair value range itself has been supported by historically 
low interest rates. 

The recovery of equity markets gives rise to a prudent opportunity to praise the disciplined investor, who 
having held fast and rebalanced during the March downturn, has experienced much higher returns with the 
market rebound.

Figure 7. Despite a recent rally, equities remain in fair value range 

AUS Fair Value CAPE US Fair Value CAPE
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Figure 8. In a sell off, few assets diversify as effectively as bonds

Median asset returns during the worst Australian equity in months

Source:  Vanguard Asset Allocation Report, June quarter 2020
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